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Is Is Is Is Dixie Dixie Dixie Dixie A A A A Captive Captive Captive Captive Nation? Nation? Nation? Nation? 
the supreme Federal Govern-

ment he created would blindly

assert that the Confederate

States of America was not a

nation.

Second: After an Empire’s

successful invasion, it

establishes puppet govern-

ments to rule the captive

nation.  In 1932, the Japanese

Empire set up its puppet

government in Manchuria

declaring Puyi the Kangde

Emperor of Manchukuo.

Establishing puppet govern-

ments in conquered territories

is a common technique used by

empires to lessen the cost of

maintaining order and

preventing revolts—it also gives

the invasion the façade of

legitimacy. The British

established a puppet govern-

ment in Ireland and even

allowed the occupied Irish the

“privilege” of electing Irish

representatives to send to the

British-dominated Parliament.

As in all empires, the puppet

master pulls the strings that

cause the puppets to dance to

their master’s tune.

After its military had

completely occupied the South,

the Federal Government

established “new” Southern

state governments that were

required to obey the will of the

puppet masters in the Federal

Congress. In America, “just”

governments derive legitimacy

based upon the “consent of the

governed.” Four long years of

bloody conflict proves that the

Southern people were no longer

willing to give their consent to

be governed by the Federal

Government. These Federally

established “new” governments

Is the South today a

captive nation? Most Southern-

ers would never consider the

question—most likely because

they would deem the issue to

be absurd. But is it inane to

ask such a question—is it

forbidden in politically correct

America to ask such a

“confrontational” question?

Conservatives would immedi-

ately dismiss such rhetorical

questions as being unpatriotic

or even treasonous—after all,

everyone knows we live in “one

nation, indivisible, with liberty

and justice for all.” Liberals, on

the other hand, would

immediately dismiss the

question by repeating two

words—slavery, racist, slavery,

racist, etc., etc., etc. Despite

the soft-censorship efforts of

both left and right to limit free

discussion, the question will be

asked!

What are the hallmarks of

a captive nation? What are the

features captive nations share

that distinguish them from

sovereign nations? I can think

of at least seven features which

current captive nations share

with other captive nations in

modern history:

First: The captive nation’s

former military forces were

defeated by the invading

nation’s military. From now on,

the invading nation will be

referred to as the “Empire”

because most, but not all,

captive nations were/are

victims of Empires, such as

captive nations held by the

former Soviet, Nazi, Japanese,

and British Empires.

Liberals and most

conservatives will immediately

dismiss the question based

upon their assertion that the

South is not a captive nation

because it was never a nation and

therefore, by definition, cannot be

a captive nation. What are the

parameters of a nation? Did the

South measure up to the

description of a nation from 1861

to 1865?

The historical record is clear

for those who understand

history—as opposed to those who

blindly accept the victor’s

narrative about the conflict of

1861-5. The Confederate States of

America was formed by Sovereign

States; it had a formal government

with all the attributes of American

government such as a congress,

president, constitution, and flag;

the Confederate Government was

based upon the free and unfet-

tered will (consent) of the voting

public; the Confederacy had a

military establishment; and the

Confederate Government enjoyed

the support of its citizens. Public

support for the Confederate

Government is demonstrated by

taking the number of citizens who

died in the struggle to defend the

South and normalizing that

number to the 2010 Southern

population—the number of

Southern deaths would equal to

approximately 3.5 million. Only

those who worship Lincoln and ...continued on page 2...

  



July 26th ~~  Sam Davis Camp

meets at 7:00 p.m.,  Oglesby

Community Center.   The Center is

adjacent to the Woodson Chapel

Church of Christ on Edmondson

Pike, 1/2 block South of the

intersection of Edmondson Pike

and Old Hickory Blvd.

August 23rd ~~  Sam Davis Camp

meets at 7:00 p.m.,  Oglesby

Community Center.  

were based not upon consent but

upon military and political

coercion. Therefore, any American

government based upon coercion is

illegitimate—it is, in fact, a puppet

of the coercive power that installs

and maintains it. Voting in

elections does not bestow legiti-

macy (consent) upon these

governments any more than the

fact that the Irish were allowed to

vote for Irish representatives to

send to the British-dominated

Parliament bestowed legitimacy

upon the British Empire’s

occupation of Ireland.

Third: The people of a captive

nation are forbidden or punished

for displaying national pride. The

flying of the occupied nation’s flag,

the veneration of national heroes,

and participating in or displaying

national traditions, holidays, and

other national cultural activities are

banned or discouraged. The British

Empire used these tactics against

the Scottish people after defeating

Scottish armies in 1746. The

British Parliament enacted the Act

of Proscription which outlawed

significant aspects of Gaelic

culture. It was said that Scots were

arrested for playing outlawed tunes

on outlawed pipes. Cultural

genocide is commonly used by

empires to suppress feelings of

...continued from page 1...

Government used divide and rule

during Reconstruction reaping

Republican support from black

Southerners, while the Democratic

Party gained support from white

Southerners during the era of white

supremacy. In both cases, the

winners were the ruling elites in

Washington, D.C., whereas the

losers were rank and file black and

white Southerners.

Sixth: The captive nation’s

citizens who cling to traditional

values are held up for public

ridicule by the Empire’s propa-

ganda agents. The captive nation’s

traditions and language (including

local dialect/accent) are openly

mocked and disparaged. The

captive nation’s children are taught

to abandon the “old ways” and

adopt the Empire’s language and

customs while replacing “old-

fashioned” religious faith with the

Empire’s ideology. The mockery of

the Bible Belt South is an example

of how the Federal Government’s

propaganda agents heap derision

upon traditional conservative

Southern values.

Seventh: “Resistance is futile—

all will be assimilated.” All empires

attempt to convince the captive

nation’s rising generations that it is

futile to consider rising against the

empire. The empire’s goal is to

create generations of pacified

subjects who will eventually accept

as “normal” their position as a

second-class, impoverished section

of the “indivisible” empire.

Is Dixie a captive nation? Yes,

the South certainly has the features

of a captive nation. Conservatives

will scoff at the idea while pointing

to “Old Glory” and declaring that we

live in a democracy with “liberty

and justice for all.” Liberals will

refuse to consider the question

while hiding behind a smoke screen

of “slavery and racism.” It remains

to be seen whether Southerners will

ever consider the question. ~ James

Ronald Kennedy

national self-determination. The

South is currently suffering an

intense round of anti-South

cultural genocide. But it is not just

a recent occurrence.

Fourth: Empires attempt to

reduce the captive nation’s native

population via genocide or

repopulation with “loyal” citizens.

The Turks did it against the

Armenians; the Soviets did it to the

Baltic States; and Japan did it

against the native population of

Manchuria. The South suffered

direct genocide at the hands of

federal armies. Yankee General

James Lane declared, “We believe

in a war of extermination.” Another

Yankee officer declared that his

orders were, “the adoption of all

means not only to crush out the

rebellion but to punish all persons

who live in the rebellious territory.”

Indirect genocide resulted from

deaths arising from malnutrition

that followed in the wake of

invasion, defeat and the establish-

ment of federal puppet govern-

ments.

General Sherman declared that

to control Georgia, it must first be

“repopulated.” Currently, the

Federal Government is repopulating

states with cultural aliens from

third world countries, but its most

successful “repopulation” efforts

have been the replacing of the

native population of Southern

counties in Virginia and Maryland

with highly paid, liberal voting,

federal clients, and bureaucrats.

Fifth: Empires use the

technique of divide and rule to

maintain its rule over captive

nations. Divide and rule is a

technique in which the occupying

power divides the local population

into antagonistic interest groups

(typically along preexisting

social/racial fault lines) and sides

with one group by giving it political

power over the other local group.

Divide and rule “makes the policing

of a subordinate people easier and

less expensive.” The Federal

  



survived.

In October 1863, designer H.L.

Hunley led another eight-man crew

who planned to show how the sub

operated by diving under a ship in

Charleston Harbor.  They never

surfaced, but the sub was found

weeks later and brought back to the

surface.  That crew was interred in

graves that ended up below The

Citadel's football stadium for 50

years. 

Researchers announced in

June last year that they had finally

cracked how the submarine was

propelled through the water.

Hidden underneath the rock-

hard stuff scientists call

'concretion' was a sophisticated set

of gears and teeth on the crank in

the water tube that ran the length

of the 40-foot sub.

These gears enabled the crew

rotating the crank to propel the sub

faster by moving water more

quickly through the tube, conserva-

tor and collections manager

Johanna Rivera-Diaz said.

The biggest surprise for Rivera-

Diaz? Discovering that some of the

men wrapped the crank handle in

thin metal tubes covered with cloth

to try to prevent blisters.

'You get really concentrated on

a specific area working every day. I

was finishing the crank system.

One day, when I was through, I just

stepped back and "Wow, this looks

amazing",' she said. 

The narrow, top-secret 'torpedo

fish' was built with cast and

wrought iron with a hand-cranked

propeller and arrived in Charleston

in 1863 while the city was under

siege by Union troops and ships.

The Confederate Navy hauled

the sub up twice, recovered the

bodies of the crew, and planned a

winter attack.  

Before the explosion, a lookout

on the Housatonic spotted a bizarre

vessel approaching just below the

surface - with only its coning tower

visible - and sounded the alarm.

The Housatonic's cannons

couldn't be lowered enough to fire

at the strange craft, so crewmen

used rifles and pistols, but these

were not effective.

Some historians say that the

submarine showed a mission-

clues that either the crew didn't

think it needed to surface quickly

or never realized they were in

danger.

The crew moved the submarine

through the ocean with a hand

crank, and one theory is they were

resting on the ocean floor 4 miles

from shore waiting for the tide to

turn to make their journey back to

land easier and ran out of oxygen or

got stuck.

But there are other theories,

such as the Housatonic explosion

knocking out the Hunley's crew or a

ship that sped to help save some of

the crew on the Union ship clipping

the Confederate sub and crippling it

as it tried to dive. 

Those theories can't be ruled

out - at least not yet and maybe

never, said Scafuri, who planned to

work on the Hunley mystery for a

year or two as a graduate student

in 2000 and is now entering his

18th year helping conserve and

study the submarine which is

stored in chilled, fresh water in a

75,000-gallon tank in North

Charleston.

Over 18 years, Scafuri said they

have uncovered nearly a dozen

artifacts, reconstructed the faces of

the crew members and gained more

knowledge about the science

behind the submarine, which was

built in Mobile, Alabama.

'We keep seeing parts that no

one has seen in 150 years. All of

them add into the mix of what

happened and how this sub was

operated,' Scafuri said. 'After all, we

don't have the blueprints.'

'I would love to get to that point

absolutely,' Scafuri said when

asked if he thinks scientists will

ever know exactly what happened

inside the sub, which was just 40

feet long and so small the men

couldn't stand up straight as they

turned the crankshaft.  'Can I

promise that? No,' Scafuri said.

The next step for scientists is to

remove more of the corrosion, slit

and other material collected on the

hull.   Fascinatingly, the Hunley's

successful but doomed final

mission was actually its third trip. 

The submarine sank once while

docked with its hatches open in

August 1863. Only three of the

eight men on board escaped and

The first submarine to down an

enemy ship was sunk itself after its

crew failed to release an emergency

weight to help it resurface. 

Crew aboard the Confederate

vessel HL Hunley did not discon-

nect the 1,000lb keel blocks to help

it rapidly resurface, resulting in the

sub being trapped underwater and

the men dying from lack of oxygen.

Scientists who removed the

corrosion, silt and shells from the

boat found the levers all locked in

their regular position, solving a

mystery dating back to 1864.  

The blocks would typically keep

the sub upright, but also could be

released with three levers. That

would allow it to surface rapidly,

archaeologist Michael Scafuri, who

has worked on the submarine for

18 years, said. 

'It's more evidence there wasn't

much of a panic on board,' Scafuri

said.

The Hunley and its eight

crewmembers disappeared in

February 1864 in Charleston

Harbor shortly after signaling it had

placed explosives on the hull of the

Union ship the USS Housatonic. 

The Hunley's torpedo was not a

self-propelled bomb. Rather, it was

a copper keg of gunpowder held

ahead and slightly below the

Hunley's bow on a 16-foot pole

called a spar.  The Hunley had

delivered a blast from 135 pounds

of black powder below the waterline

at the stern of the Housatonic,

sinking the Union ship in less than

five minutes.  Housatonic lost five

seamen, but came to rest upright in

30 feet of water, which allowed the

remaining crew to be rescued after

climbing the rigging and deploying

lifeboats.

Ever since the Hunley was

raised from the ocean floor in 2000,

scientists have worked to determine

why the sub never returned to the

surface. 

The keel blocks don't give a

definitive answer, but do provide
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accomplished lantern signal from its hatch to troops

back on shore before it disappeared.  Soon after the

signal had been fired, the sub sank about 4 miles off

Charleston

More than a century later, in 1995, the Hunley was

discovered off the South Carolina. It was raised in 2000

and brought to a conservation lab in North Charleston.

The crewmen's skeletons were found still at their

stations along a hand-crank that drove the cigar-

shaped craft.  They suffered no broken bones, the bilge

pumps hadn't been used and the air hatches were

closed.  Except for a hole in one conning tower and a

small window that may have been broken, the sub was

remarkably intact.

The eight crew members were buried in an

elaborate ceremony at a Confederate cemetery in

Charleston in 2004.  They were the sub's commander,

Lt George Dixon of Alabama, James A Wicks, a North

Carolina native living in Florida, Frank Collins of

Virginia, Joseph Ridgaway of Maryland and four

foreign-born men about whom less is known.  One is

still only known as 'Miller.'

"....Civil war, such as you have just passed

through, naturally engenders feelings of animosity,

hatred and revenge.  It is our duty to divest ourselves of

all bitter feelings, and, so far as it is in our power to do so,

to cultivate friendly sentiments toward those with whom

we have so long contested and heretofore so widely but

honestly differed.  Neighborhood feuds, personal animosi-

ties and private differences should be blotted out and

when you return home a manly, straightforward course of

conduct will secure the respect even of your enemies.

Whatever your responsibilities may be to government, to

society, or to individuals, meet them like men.  The

attempt made to establish a separate and independent

confederation has failed, but the consciousness of having

done your duty faithfully and to the end will in some

measure repay you for the hardships you have undergone.

In bidding you farewell, rest assured that you carry with

you my best wishes for your future welfare and happiness.

Without in any way referring to the merits of the cause in

which we have been engaged, your courage and determi-

nation, as exhibited on many hardfought fields, has

elicited the respect and admiration of friend and foe.  And

I now cheerfully and gratefully acknowledge my indebted-

ness to the officers and men of my command, whose zeal,

fidelity and unflinching bravery have been the great

source of my past success in arms.  I have never on the

field of battle sent you where I was unwilling to go myself,

nor would I now advise you to a course which I felt myself

unwilling to pursue.  You have been good Soldiers; you

can be good citizens.  Obey the laws, preserve your honor,

and the government to which you have surrendered can

afford to be and will be magnanimous."

N. B. FORREST, Lieutenant-General."


